Executive Summary
As recently as ten years ago, the Town of Davidson was considered to be a quiet college town where
most everyone was related or acquainted. The charming historic homes, tree lined streets, quaint downtown and prestigious college campus still exist, but the Town is growing by leaps and bounds. In 1990,
the Town’s population was a little over 4000 residents. In 2007, the estimated population of Davidson is
nearer to 8600. Much of this growth came through annexation of existing subdivisions within Davidson’s Extra Territorial Jurisdiction (ETJ). However, construction and planning is currently underway for
thousands of new homes in rural, suburban and in-town areas.
No where is development pressure more evident than in West Davidson. The area roughly bound by
Lake Norman to the west, Catawba Avenue to the south, Main Street (NC 115) to the east and Iredell
County to the north had a resident population of approximately 1,200 in 2000. The same area is expected
to add approximately 1500 new residents by 2010 [Data Source: 2000 US Census, Town of Davidson
Planning Department].
Construction activities and overall community changes have definitely affected the quality of life of residents in West Davidson. Traffic detours and dusty streets have been common throughout 2006 and 2007,
and construction of additional projects will continue for several years near Exit 30 (See Appendix: Exit
30 Master Plan). Property value and taxation increases in the area are making it more difficult to maintain affordable housing and require new affordable units. Average median family income is lowest in
West Davidson, making it harder for property owners to turn down seemingly good offers from developers. Job scarcity has forced many to commute to other towns, adding transportation costs to an already
high cost of living. And in many cases, aging 60+ year old West Davidson residents are watching their
children and grandchildren move away in search of affordable housing and jobs.
A general lack of road or pedestrian connectivity across the railroad tracks and between neighborhoods
has represented both a physical and social barriers for some West Davidson residents. Not only is it unsafe or difficult for residents to walk to the downtown, but these barriers have added to the general sentiment that West Davidson residents should not participate in Town events in the downtown area or serve
on local committees or boards. Communications between the Town government and the African American community have been further weakened by historic racial tensions and the increased reliance the
Internet when many older, low income residents don’t have easy access to the Internet. For all of these
reasons and more, West Davidson residents have felt excluded from communications and the development approval process.
To respond to these issues and research additional concerns, a series of public information sessions were
organized in early 2006 where the Town of Davidson announced the formation of a West Davidson
Stakeholder committee. This committee was organized to work with planning staff to understand barriers to effective communications, improved quality of life, and well-integrated development. The product
of these discussions and workshops is described in the following report.
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Local History
While the Town of Davidson is known primarily as a college town, its current character has been shaped by the
presence of diverse communities and their interactions
over time. Davidson College and the Town could not have
survived without the service of African-American community members and the economic boost of mills and mill
workers. These communities have contributed to the business life, architecture, and social and cultural aspects of
the Town as it is known today.
When Davidson College opened in March 1837, the entire
population of the community consisted of 2 professors,
their families and slaves, and 64 students. Between 1837
and 1850, the Town of Davidson (then known as Davidson College) grew from a handful of households to a settled village of over 200 residents. The census of 1850
shows a population of 68 college students, 100 free white
men, 86 free white women, no free blacks, and probably
somewhere between 70 and 100 slaves. The town buildings still centered around the college, with businesses being built on Main Street across from the campus buildings
and homes located near businesses. There was only one
church in town and no public schools.

Important Historic
Landmarks in
West Davidson
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ada Jenkins School/
Davidson Colored School
Ralph Johnson House
Lingle Hut
Davidson Train Depot
Metrolina Warehouse/
Linden Cotton Mill
Summers-Potts House

Davison College Archives, late 1800s

Continues on next page

“I was reared here, my family was also reared here ... My family is my reason
for still living in Davidson.” (Ron Donaldson, Stakeholder Committee)
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Local History
Twenty years later, all slaves had been
freed, a rail line had been reestablished
through the town, and several mills had
opened. The mills were started by local
businessmen and faculty hoping to capture
some of the industry growing throughout
the county. At one point the town hosted
two cotton mills, one cotton oil mill and a
saw mill. Although smaller than operations
in nearby towns, these businesses added to
Davidson’s economy and brought in new
residents.

Davidson College Archives,1902

In the years between 1870 and 1925, separate churches and schools were established
for various communities. Each served as a
social center. In particular, the churches
hosted regular dinners, revivals, gospel
singing and even plays and guest speakers.
They also offered recreation for children,
sponsoring scouting groups and offering
summer programs. Davidson College Presbyterian Church stood on the college campus serving the campus and white business
community. Davidson United Methodist
Church on South Main Street and the Unity
Church on Watson street opened their
doors, primarily to white members of the
mill communities. Davidson United Presbyterian Church on Depot Street, Geth-

semane Baptist on Potts Street (later moved
to Jetton Street) and Reeves Temple AME
Zion Church on Eden Street (later moved to
Watson Street) were attended by black families.

Davidson College Archives, Photo of Reeves Temple

Town neighborhoods began to develop
around the churches and the schools. Mill
housing was built for mill workers on Delburg and Depot Street. White families not
employed by one of the mills concentrated
around the elementary school on South
Street, around the Methodist Church on Walnut, and across from campus on Concord
Road. Black families lived near their
churches and around the school building on
Sloan Street (currently the Ada Jenkins Center). Some families still lived near or on
Main Street, and others lived on Griffith
Street, which was then was more of a side
road than a major street.
While wealthier white families often owned
their homes, black families and mill families
lived in rental properties. As the town began
to pave streets and add sidewalks, the policy
requiring property owners to pay a portion of
these costs led to an uneven pattern. In particular, owners of rental properties made no
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Local History
efforts to create sidewalks, so gaps developed around these properties. By the 1960s,
most neighborhoods on the east side of town
had sidewalks, while very few existed on the
west side. In 1999, the Town Board initiated
change by, for the first time ever, borrowing
money to install sidewalks and other road
improvements on several streets in West
Davidson.
Davidson followed the pattern of segregation
that became entrenched across the nation.
While black-owned businesses continued to
operate on Main Street, restaurants and stores
limited access to blacks, many of whom
worked for the college and for college families. In 1949, a fire in Brady’s Alley on Main
Street highlighted the poor condition of
rental housing in town. An effort was made
at that time to create new housing for African-Americans. This housing was concentrated in the area between Sloan and Jetton
Streets on the east and west and Griffith and
Potts on the north and south. The trade-off
for newer homes was increased segregation
in housing.
The 1960s brought significant changes including: the creation of Lake Norman and I77, the loss of bus service, the closing of

Davidson College Archives, 1950

Ada Jenkins Center

mills, the integration of the public schools,
and the building of a new housing development off of Griffith Street. The latter came
out of the work of the Community Relations Task Force and the Piedmont Area
Development Association. Known as Lakeside Terrace, the residents were primarily
African-American.
When Lake Norman was completed in
1963, homes were moved from Griffith
Street to accommodate a new pond. This
pond area was left undeveloped until 1994
when it was finally turned into a town park
(currently Roosevelt Wilson park). Davidson’s public schools were integrated fully
in 1966. The Davidson Colored School
(now the Ada Jenkins Center) was closed,
although it had the newest cafeteria. The
county retained control of the building
even as the town sought ways to use the
building for different projects including a
school of the arts, a recreation program,
and a community center.
I-77 was completed in 1968 and soon
turned Griffith Street into the primary entrance to town. While the area around exit
30 remained undeveloped, the street was
primarily residential until 1979. That year,
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Local History
Sadler Square was constructed on land that
had been the ball field for the AfricanAmerican community. During the 1980s, a
private company, the Davidson Development Corporation, began a campaign to
purchase homes on Griffith Street and to
plan for a greenway entrance into town and
the college. These efforts created much
friction, and the company eventually transferred the properties it had acquired to the
college.
In the late 1980s there were new efforts for
affordable housing included Habitat for
Humanity homes - which were first on
Potts Street and then later on Crane Street –
and the Lakeside Apartments off of Beaty
Street. In the 1990s, more expensive housing was developed on the north side of
Griffith Street with Spinnaker Cove,
Woods at Lake Davidson, and Lake Davidson Park projects. In addition, the expansion of the town to the east with River Run,
Cabin Creek, Hudson Place and McConnell
developments increased the percentage of
white residents in the town.
Efforts were made to extend affordable
housing throughout the town, but most construction of this type still centered on the
west side as the Affordable Housing Coali-

The Bungalows

Habitat for Humanity House on Potts Street

tion, founded in 1996 and now called the
Davidson Housing Coalition, built the Bungalows on Jetton Street and the Creekside
Corner units on Mock Circle. In recent years,
the prospect of a commuter rail line and increased development around Exit 30 have put
additional pressures on the older neighborhoods. While welcoming new residents, the
Town is faced with the challenge of maintaining its historic blend of communities, for
much of what distinguishes Davidson from
other small college towns comes from the
contributions of the African-American and
mill communities.
What is Historic Preservation?
Most people think of restoring a building or
site as the only kind of “historic preservation.” Local governments can designate significant properties as historic, requiring approval before that property owner can alter
or demolish the structure and sometimes providing property tax relief. State and national
governments also have designation programs
that can provide tax credits for historic property owners. Preserving the past also includes oral history surveys or writing about
the history of local people. See the Appendix
for more information on Historic
Preservation.
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Stakeholder Committee
MISSION STATEMENT: The West Davidson Stakeholder
Committee is an independent and diverse group of
Westside residents responding to the current and future
needs of the community. The committee acts as a liaison to
Town government and serves as a catalyst for creating and
implementing established goals. Its members seek humane
and productive lives within a progressive society as well as
an open dialogue focusing on community development and
quality of life.
The 2006-07 Stakeholder committee concentrated its efforts on researching and evaluating the following:
• Present development practices and potential impacts
• Transportation needs
• Public safety
• Historic preservation
• Small business and job creation
• Real estate
• Affordable housing
• Resident displacement
• Low and moderate income neighborhood revitalization

2006-07 West Davidson
Stakeholder Committee
Lena Connor
Heidi Deitrich
Ron Donaldson
Dora Dubose
Charlotte Epley
Clarence Fox
Beverly Hall
Kitty Jones
Dorothy Mills
Vic Powell
Daisy Raeford
Ron Roach
Kathryn Sellers
Loretta Wertheimer
Elizabeth Wilson

PRIORITY GOALS: The following is a list of the Committee’s priority goals. See the Appendix for the complete list of goals identified.
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο

Create Potts-Sloan-Beatty Corridor Plan
Identify solutions for gentrification and dislocation
Provide affordable housing
Revise and get approval for Station Area Plan
Control Crime
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Stakeholder Committee
As The Davidson Planning Board and the
Davidson Town Board began discussing the
development proposals for the exit 30 area,
the two bodies became increasingly concerned about the potential ramifications of
gentrification on the historic AfricanAmerican community in Davidson.
Throughout the charrette processes for
these development proposals, the attendance of neighbors from the AfricanAmerican community was sparse at best.
In addition, when community discussions
were held regarding the roundabouts and
other transportation improvements and the
utility upgrades, almost no one from that
community attended.
The Town’s efforts to communicate with
these neighbors were either totally ineffective or the neighbors were indifferent regarding the changes on the edge of their
neighborhood. This state of affairs was not
new but was a continuation of a longerterm difficulty which the Town faced of
effectively communicating with the citizens
in the African-American community.
As a way of developing some base of information, Town and planning board staff conducted rather extensive interviews with 12

Public Workshop, October 2006

neighborhood leaders. Based on the findings
from these interviews, it was decided that the
timing was appropriate to develop a stakeholders’ group for the purpose of discussing
the needs of the West Davidson communities
and how those needs might be considered in
the planning process. Community meetings
were held in local churches and at the Ada
Jenkins Center to provide planning information and ask residents to consider joining a
stakeholder committee. About twenty community members from various parts of West
Davidson volunteered to serve on the Stakeholders’ Committee. This group reflected the
demographics of West Davidson in that it had
comparable numbers of African-Americans
and Caucasians. The Stakeholders’ group decided, based on a suggestion of the planning
staff, to divide themselves into three subgroups in order to address two fairly specific
topics and one more amorphous topic.
The Town Board and Planning Board had
been discussing the potential of joining Potts
Street to Sloan Street for years. This connection would provide a route that would go
from NC 115 north of Davidson along Beaty
Street to Sloan to Potts, then continue down
Potts to its intersection with NC 115 just
south of the Davidson-Cornelius border. Because of the traffic congestion on NC 115
through town, the need for this alternative
route was becoming even more obvious.
This transportation improvement became a
high priority item with the planning department, and they employed a consultant to
study this connection. The timing was just
right to have a subgroup of the Stakeholders’
committee serve as the community group to
whom the consultant would report, and this
arrangement was appropriate as the connection runs solely through West Davidson.
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Stakeholder Committee

Davidson College Archives,
Aerial Photo 1950 West Davidson

holders’ group, the recommendations coming out of this group do not represent every
viewpoint of West Side residents. They do,
however, have the potential to add a strong
neighborhood voice to the Potts to Sloan
connection discussion, the station area plan,
and a continuing dialogue concerning quality of life issues important to West Davidson residents. The strength of the work that
has been done by this group and the recommendations that have been produced is
based on the knowledge that this planning
effort incorporated the full involvement of
West Side residents as they considered the
future of that part of Davidson. In addition,
the process hopefully will provide a cadre
of volunteers who will be willing and eager
to serve on boards and committees representing all of Davidson.

At the time that the Stakeholders’ group was
formed, the need to provide additional planning around the proposed commuter rail line
was also on the front burner. Therefore, a
second subgroup of the Stakeholders’ committee formed to discuss this issue. Again, the
topic was appropriate for this group to discuss, as any spill-over development that
Research Topics and Presentations
might occur around the station would have a
greater impact on the Westside Davidson area
August 2007 — Kris Krider, Planning Dithan any other part of town.
rector, presentation on proposed developThe third subgroup of the Stakeholders’ com- ment and transit projects
mittee discussed quality of life issues, which
September 2007 — Dawn Blobaum, Assisoften echoed those issues that were voiced
tant Town Manager, presentation on afconsistently during the preliminary interviews, the community meetings, and the early fordable housing ordinance
meetings of the Stakeholders’ group. While
November 2007 — Staff presentation on
the issues identified in this process were var- proposed Charlotte Area Transit System
ied, two consistent themes emerged from
(CATS) commuter rail station
these discussions: a historic distrust by the
December 2007— Staff presentation on
African-American community of the Town
historic preservation efforts
and the college, and a lack of effective comJanuary 2008 — Stanley D. Watkins, Key
munication of Town events and news to the
Business Executive City of Charlotte
West Davidson residents. These themes are
Neighborhood Development, presentation
clearly evidenced in the group’s recommenon gentrification
dations to the Town Board.
Because of the voluntary nature of the StakeDRAFT West Davidson Stakeholder Committee Report, August 2007
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Potts Sloan Beaty Study
The Town of Davidson is experiencing unprecedented
growth and development in areas west of Main Street, resulting in traffic congestion along existing roadways. The
proposed commuter rail station to be located near the
intersection of Depot and Jackson Streets will add transitoriented development pressure and a need for parking,
sidewalks and vehicular access. An alternate north-south
connection will be needed to relieve congestion.
The Town has identified a possible connection between
Potts and Sloan Streets to improve north-south mobility.
A study was completed in 2007 to asses transportation
and land use needs along the entire Potts-Sloan-Beaty corridor.

Project Timeline
October 19 and 20, 2006
• Site Visit
• Stakeholder interviews
• Public workshop
March 12 and 13, 2007
Stakeholder plan review
Public workshop

•
•

Some of the most significant issues for consideration along
the corridor include:
–Intersection of NC 115, Potts,
& entrance to YMCA
–Incomplete or missing sidewalks
–Proximity of proposed commuter rail
–Industrial traffic
–Mixed use, historic, and cul-de-sac
residential neighborhoods

“I think the Town of] Davidson
appreciates all citizens and their
input.“
(Charlotte Epley, Stakeholder
Committee)
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Potts Sloan Beaty Study
Issue #1: Speed on Potts and Beaty is excessive
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Study traffic volumes and add sidewalks/bikeways
• Maintain neighborhood feel of streetscape
• Design Beaty as boulevard or parkway
• Recommend traffic calming and safer crossings
• Industrial traffic and congestion
Issue #2: Each section of the corridor has a distinct character
and unique transportation needs
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Design each section with respect to existing and anticipated development
• Preserve historic landmarks and neighborhoods along corridor

Issue #3: Concern about how the future connection and
planned development will affect existing residents
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Minimize condemnation of property
• Minimize further increase in taxes

Issue #4: Difficult to cross Griffith at Beaty/Sloan
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Study intersection design at Sloan/Griffith
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Potts Sloan Beaty Study
Issue #5: Concern that there won’t be sufficient parking for
planned development; Existing parking problems on Delburg
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Design streets to accommodate parking and drivers
• Provide accessible and sufficient surface/deck parking
• Metrolina Warehouse site good location for parking deck

Issue #6: Access to YMCA and between Potts/115 is problematic
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Redesign intersections of 115/Davidson/Potts
• Continue dialogue between Davidson, Cornelius, YMCA
and property owners to seek alternatives
• Railroad bridge needs widening and improvements

Issue #7: Pedestrians (children especially) walk along the
tracks
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Provide sufficient pedestrian connectivity across and parallel to the rail corridor
• Need sidewalks along entire PSB corridor
• Recognize historic pedestrian activity across tracks near
Potts
Issue #8: Coordinate Potts-Sloan project with commuter transit planning
Possible considerations or solutions:
• Integrate transportation and land use findings of both studies into comprehensive plan for area
• Plan for long-term traffic needs
• Study differences between north-bound and south-bound
traffic
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Potts Sloan Beaty Study

The Town worked with land use consultants Kinzelman, Kline, and Gossman and transportation planners PB Americas to create intersection and road designs along the Potts-SloanBeaty corridor. The consultants divided the study area into South Gateway (Potts Street),
Davidson Station (Sloan Street), and North Gateway (Beaty Street). Typical road design(s)
was created for each section and alternative were created for critical intersections.
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While the intersections of Potts,
NC 115 and Davidson Streets are
in Cornelius’ town limits, Davidson planners felt it was important
to study the intersection because
the Potts-Sloan connector could
increase traffic volumes at Potts
and 115. Davidson staff presented
these design alternatives to the
Cornelius Town Board in June
2007 for their consideration. The
Town of Cornelius is looking at
ways to improve access to the Lake
Norman YMCA .
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The Potts Sloan Connector has been identified
as one of the priority projects to be funded using proposed Tax Increment Financing. Construction costs are estimated at $900,000. This
connection would promote better north-south
movement and access to local neighborhoods
during peak traffic.
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A gate across Beaty and a signal at the intersection
with 115 will be provided if and when commuter
rail services begin in Davidson.
The intersection of Beaty and Griffith Streets is
planned to be improved in 2007 by installing traffic
lights and pedestrian crosswalks. Griffith Street will
be repaved and striped for bike lanes in 2007 as
well.
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South Gateway: Potts Street

Cross Section and Plan View Diagram of Potts Street :
Typical of area between 115 and Jetton Street
In keeping with the more “rural” vernacular of this section of Potts Street, the proposed cross
section would not produce any substantial changes to Potts as we know it today. Sidewalks
would be added where there are gaps, and as vacant properties are developed the streetscape
would be enhanced and sidewalks provided. Traffic speeds are designed to be slow, bicyclists will share the road, and pedestrians will use the sidewalk.
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South Gateway: Potts Street

Cross Section and Plan View Diagram of North Potts Street :
Typical of area between Jetton Street and the end of Potts
Residents along the northern section of Potts Street need on street parking and at least one
sidewalk in anticipation of increased traffic speeds and volumes when the connection to
Sloan Street is provided. Traffic speeds are designed to be slow, bicyclists will share the
road, and pedestrians will use the sidewalk.
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Davidson Station: Sloan Street

Cross Section and Plan View Diagram of Sloan Street :
Typical of area between Eden and Griffith Streets
Anticipated transit services and redevelopment along Sloan Street requires a streetscape that
is pedestrian-oriented. Narrow streets with shared bike facilities, landscape buffers and lighting, and wide sidewalks will run along-side mixed use development.
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North Gateway: Beaty Street

Cross Section and Plan View Diagram of Beaty Street :
Typical of area between Griffith and 115
Pedestrian safety is a major concern along this section of the corridor, as sidewalks are lacking and traffic speeds are dangerously high. Sidewalks along both sides of Beaty and a landscape median with pedestrian refuges and turn lanes where needed is needed. Bike lanes and
landscape buffers will separate traffic from sidewalks.
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Quality of Life
Safe roads, spacious parks and beautiful architecture can
enhance but cannot ensure a good quality of life. Safe
neighborhoods, personal financial security, and a sense of
place are more intangible but equally important characteristics of a community that enjoys a good quality of life.
•

•

•

Public safety involves good working relationships with local law
enforcement, neighbors willing to “watch the streets,” and coordination with site designers to make sure the spaces they create will
not encourage crime.
A strong financial future for most begins with home ownership,
which is becoming more of a challenge to Davidson residents as
property values escalate faster than local income. Protecting financial investments such as a home through regular maintenance
and sound construction is also key to a sustained quality of life.
Sense of place means having a strong relationship with the history and people of the local community and having pride in the
unique qualities of that place.

The West Davidson Stakeholder Committee discussed
current quality of life issues, proposed a number of initial
goals, and recommended steps for implementing those
goals. Some of these goals will be difficult to implement,
since they involve community consensus or financial support. Others, however, require uncomplicated public policy change or individual effort. The Committee believes
that the will exists to push for change and that the time for
chance is now.

What is Gentrification?
The Brookings Institution
Center defines gentrification
as the process of neighborhood change that results in
the replacement of lower income residents with higher
income ones.
“Dealing with Neighborhood
Change: A Primer on Gentrification
and Policy Choices” (http://
www.brookings.edu/es/urban/
gentrification/
gentrificationexsum.htm)

Roosevelt Wilson Park

“[Davidson] is a great walking town... The presence of the college adds many
avenues for expanded activities...There still exists a sense of identity and history that makes it more than just a place to live.”
(Loretta Wertheimer, Stakeholder Committee)
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Quality of Life
Goal: Improve communications between the Town of
Davidson and citizens of West Davidson.
The Town has previously relied on communications through
mediums that are not always available to West Davidson residents. The lack of information exchange has added to a sense
of distrust and fear of property condemnation. This goal is
central to all other recommendations in this report.
1. Host at the minimum one or two annual meeting(s) in west Davidson (and other neighborhoods within the Town limits) to provide information about town policies and practices that
have the potential to impact this part of the community. Specifically, this meeting will update residents on all planning and development projects and answer questions regarding the
planning ordinance.
2. Revise ordinances and /or policies to better define when and how the Town will notify
the residents of West Davidson about pertinent meetings, charrettes, planning discussions,
etc. For example, the Town will work with churches and other community centers to post
newsletters or event announcements. Community bulletin boards may be constructed
throughout the Town to display hard copies of recent community announcements. Also, the
Town will host at least two hours of any public workshop or charrette during evening hours
(after 7pm) to allow those who work out of Davidson to participate.
3. Publish a basic brochure that includes general information about planning and development processes. This brochure should focus on the Town’s Planning Principles and explain
the process for approving developments or providing public improvements (including the
use of eminent domain). This brochure shall be distributed by Town staff at public meetings
and will be available at various public community centers throughout Town. This brochure
should also be part of a “newcomer’s packet” describing the unique philosophies of Davidson residents and elected officials.

What is the development process in Davidson?
Projects are initiated by the developer or land owner, and are always subject to
staff and board approval. The Town of Davidson Planning Ordinance is the
main tool by which planners assess a proposal. The Ordinance has been recognized nationally for being open to public comment and requiring good design.
See the Appendix for a more information.
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Quality of Life
Pic of Issue

Goal: Increase the involvement of West Davidson citizens
in the civic activities of the Town.
Town politics and citizen input has mostly been provided by
residents living in the older parts of Davidson along and east
of Main Street. As the Town grows and a priority on human
diversity gains momentum, West Davidson residents should
become more involved in local decision-making.

1. Set a goal for the number of West Davidson residents to sign up for the Civics 101 programs. The Town Board should consider forming an “ambassador’s council” to include past
participants in local committees, boards and Civics 101 classes. The Ambassador’s Council
would commit to attending board meetings, subscribing to internet communications, and
communicating recent announcements to neighbors.
2. Establish and maintain a list of West Davidson residents who are willing to serve on
Town committees, task forces, etc.
3. As times are established for Town meetings, task forces, committees, etc., be cognizant of
the difficulty for working folks to meet during the day and of the importance of being able to
attend church-related events on Wednesday nights for the West Davidson population.

Goal: Provide assistance for minor home repair and renovation.
Some Davidson residents or property owners do not qualify
for financial assistance to renovate their homes, but their incomes are too low to keep up with needed repairs. Committee
members discussed the need for a program to help financially
with maintenance for this mid-level group.
Appropriate a small sum for seed money annually to this fund, while efforts are made to
identify and seek larger grant funds for this purpose. Work with HAMMERS or other volunteer organizations to provide the labor for these repairs and renovations. The intent of this
fund is to provide minor repairs and renovations that are required for the continued livability
to homeowners that need financial assistance but don’t qualify for the HAMMERS program.
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Quality of Life
Goal: Establish a help center to respond to citizen’s concerns about real estate issues.
Developers approach residents in West Davidson on a frequent and individual basis. However, many residents feel that
they do not know enough about real estate and land value
trends to make an informed decision when an offer is made to
purchase their property.
1. This volunteer-based and run organization should be located at the Ada Jenkins Center.
The organization should periodically publish and distribute a flyer or brochure that explains
its mission and work, indicating the hours that a volunteer is available to assist neighbors,
and establishing a procedure that a citizen can use to set up an appointment.
2. The Town will organize the help center initially. Once it is established, it will be maintained by the volunteer realtors. The organization may be housed or staffed by another existing non-profit such as the Davidson Housing Coalition or members of the local faith community.
Goal: Set up a job fair for commercial buildings and hotels in West Davidson.
Most of Davidson’s current residents commute to other towns
or cities in the region for work because there are few local
jobs matching their qualifications. Several new retail and service businesses will be ready to hire within one year in the
Exit 30 area, many with positions appropriate to local residents’ qualifications.
The Town could help schedule a job fair date and location where tenants and business owners would be available to interview Davidson residents for upcoming positions. Hopefully,
this job fair can be set up by early 2008 and also include employers from Downtown Davidson. The importance of this goal reaches far beyond local employment. Jobs are needed to
keep and encourage more young minority residents to live in Davidson. Otherwise the current aging trend will continue, and the traditionally strong African American community
will disappear.

“Our seniors want to stay in their homes, but may be financially unstable and
need help with taxes.” (Dorothy Mills, Stakeholder Committee)
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Quality of Life
OTHER TOPICS NEEDING ADDITIONAL STUDY
BEFORE RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE OFFERED
Topic 1: What is meant by affordable housing? Is the definition that is used in the Town ordinance appropriate for the
needs that are being experienced in West Davidson?
While there are numerous issues identified as a part of the
affordable housing discussion, two or three kept coming up in
every discussion. What can be done to provide housing for
those whose income falls below 50% of the Area Median Income? How can appropriate housing be provided to the senior citizens of West Davidson, when in many cases their only
income is from Social Security? Who will provide the affordable housing?

Topic 2: Some of the participants in the stakeholders’ group
questioned how designated affordable housing providers are
selected by the Town. The ordinance leaves the door open to
additional providers but may need to explain the qualifications of such organizations.
The stakeholders also had a difficult time understanding what
affordable housing (according to the local ordinance) looks
like and how it is enforced, probably because there are few
built examples. Some residents see that their neighborhoods
have received a disproportionate amount of affordable housing, and may be better informed if the Town were to identify
future sites for affordable units as part of a master plan and a
public information campaign.
Beyond the provision of and qualification for housing units,
what relationship should affordable housing agencies have
with local neighborhoods? Can they assist in community organization or should West Davidson neighborhoods coordinate independent neighborhood associations?
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Quality of Life
Topic 3: Job creation. It is difficult to determine how many
people need jobs, what kind of jobs they need, where those
jobs might be found in Davidson and surrounding areas, and,
if those jobs are not now available, how might they be created. The opportunity for finding employment in the Exit 30
area is certainly greater than anything we have seen in Davidson for some years. However, at this time, the type and quantity of jobs is not known. Perhaps, as the development comes
on line in the Exit 30 area, the need that might exist for additional jobs for people living in West Davidson would be met.

Topic 4: An issue that is of significant importance to a few of
the stakeholder’s is the impact of having Davidson College
students living in rental units in neighborhoods like Watson
Street and Delburg Street. This issue also surfaces in other
parts of town where there are student rental units. The geneal
policy of the College is to have all of its students live on campus. Until this policy is realized discussions need to be had
with Davidson College to discuss ways to minimize the impact that rentals to students may have on the neighborhoods.

Topic 5: How do we protect historic homes and sites? The
Town has begun a process that hopefully will lead to protection of historic sites and homes. The stakeholders probably
need an explanation of what this is and the time frame of the
process. Preserving historic structures and landscapes must be
paired with efforts to sustain the human and cultural traditions
and the history of the African American community.
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Next Steps
African American families in West Davidson go back hundreds of years, worshiping at historic local churches, and some living in homes built by their ancestors. But over time family
feuds developed, and these roots of bitterness divide the community. These divisions are
complicated and directed at neighbors, government, wealth and politics; and are the key reasons for failed communications and lack of community organization.
Not until the tremendous magnitude of land development in the area brought water runoff,
increased traffic, rising land values, detour signs, and other nuisances did skeptics start asking questions and attending meetings. The West Davidson Stakeholder Committee explained
how more universally accessible media and familiar vocabulary could improve community
involvement in significant land use decisions. Because West Davidson is the most racially
and economically diverse, it warrants a creative and unique approaches to communications.
The Town has taken the initiative to work
with the community, inviting individuals to
sit together and discuss common concerns
and needs. However, a community anchoring so much of its heritage and belief in the
Christian faith should not depend on the
Town to ask for community healing. Residents should have begun forgiving one another, the Town and other blamed organizations a long time ago; and if it had, neighbors
would have been more willing to hear what
the Town had to say about community development and discuss a unified vision for
growth.
Crime incidents as recent as Summer 2007
provided an opportunity Town to hire Ken
Griffin to facilitate discussions amongst

Anticipated West Davidson Initiatives
o 2007/08– Dream Builders Communication Community Development Facilitation
o 2007/08— Davidson Police Department
Diversity Training
o Implementation of West Davidson
Stakeholder Committee Report recommendations
o 2008 —Transit Planning?
o Potts Sloan Connector Construction
o Delburg-Watson Small Area Plan
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connectivity and land development for parcels along Catawba Street and bordering
Lake Cornelius.

For God has not given us a spirit of fear,
but of power and of love and of a sound
mind. 2 Timothy 1:7, NKJV
neighbors and improve law enforcement sensitivity to issues facing the African American
community. These efforts will hopefully encourage a sincere and meaningful dialogue
and demonstrate that the Town is serious
about equality.
However, there is still much to be done to
plan for growth in West Davidson. If the
CATS North Commuter Rail line is approved
for construction, then a transit plan will have
to be adopted very quickly. The West Davidson Stakeholder Committee Report contains
several thoughtful suggestions and comments
regarding transit planning.
Vacant or underdeveloped properties in West
Davidson abound and provide much promise
for improving traffic, job opportunities, open
space amenities and affordable housing.
Town planners and residents should move
quickly to develop a small area plan for properties along Delburg, Watson, Griffith and
Armour Streets. Construction documents,
cost estimates and funding should also be
accelerated to build the Potts-Sloan connection. Town staff should formalize policies for

The biggest challenge to face the community’s diversity could be the loss of African
American families and working-age residents. The County’s best preserved African
American community could be lost within
a few years if younger blacks are not attracted to the Town. The community’s cultural landmarks would also be threatened
without a local memory of what made these
places special.
West Davidson is a resilient and capable
community of professors and executives,
slave descendents and mill workers, caregivers, youth, and leaders. The community
is unique, but not any more important than
other neighborhoods in Davidson. Therefore, residents must heed the call to stay
engaged and connected to local affairs, attending public meetings and focusing on
the future.

On the Pulse of Morning
by Maya Angelou
….Here, root yourselves beside me.
I am that Tree planted by the River,
Which will not be moved.
I, the Rock, I, the River, I, the Tree,
I am yours– your passages have been paid.
Lift up your faces, you have a piercing need
For this bright morning dawning for you.
History, despite its wrenching pain,
Cannot be unlived, but if faced
With courage, need not be lived again...
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APPENDIX
Minutes of Stakeholder Committee Meetings (only those meetings where goals had
been established and action have recorded minutes)
January 2007
March 2007, Quality of Life Subcommittee
April 2007
Draft Goals of Stakeholder Committee, August 2006
Summary of Preliminary West Davidson Stakeholder Interviews
Davidson Planning Areas Map and Development Process
Illustrative Plan: Exit 30 Master Plan
Historic Preservation Initiatives and Alternatives
Community Development Reference Toolkit
Concerns about Transit Station and Commuter Rail
Potts Sloan Beaty Street Corridor Land Use Plan
Full report as submitted in April 2007
Potts Sloan Beaty Corridor Street Design Alternatives
Intersection and connector street conceptual designs as provided by
PB Americas by May 2007
Important Links
www.ci.davidson.nc.us
Town of Davidson
Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS)
http://www.charmeck.org/Departments/CATS/Home.htm
Davidson Housing Coalition http://www.davidsonhousing.org/
Davidson College
www.davidson.edu
Ada Jenkins Center
http://www.adajenkins.org/
Charlotte Mecklenburg Historic Landmarks Commission
www.landmarkscommission.org

